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Abstract Plastic deformation of olivine at relatively low temperatures (i.e., low‐temperature plasticity)
likely controls the strength of the lithospheric mantle in a variety of geodynamic contexts. Unfortunately,
laboratory estimates of the strength of olivine deforming by low‐temperature plasticity vary considerably
from study to study, limiting confidence in extrapolation to geological conditions. Here we present
the results of deformation experiments on olivine single crystals and aggregates conducted in a
deformation‐DIA at confining pressures of 5 to 9 GPa and temperatures of 298 to 1473 K. These results
demonstrate that, under conditions in which low‐temperature plasticity is the dominant deformation
mechanism, fine‐grained samples are stronger at yield than coarse‐grained samples, and the yield stress
decreases with increasing temperature. All samples exhibited significant strain hardening until an
approximately constant flow stress was reached. The magnitude of the increase in stress from the yield stress
to the flow stress was independent of grain size and temperature. Cyclical loading experiments revealed a
Bauschinger effect, wherein the initial yield strength is higher than the yield strength during subsequent
cycles. Both strain hardening and the Bauschinger effect are interpreted to result from the development of
back stresses associated with long‐range dislocation interactions. We calibrated a constitutive model
based on these observations, and extrapolation of the model to geological conditions predicts that the
strength of the lithosphere at yield is low compared to previous experimental predictions but increases
significantly with increasing strain. Our results resolve apparent discrepancies in recent observational
estimates of the strength of the oceanic lithosphere.

1. Introduction

The strength of Earth's lithosphere directly influences a wide variety of large‐scale geodynamic processes.
Correspondingly, considerable effort has been focused on characterizing the strength of the rocks that com-
prise the lithosphere through laboratory‐based deformation experiments (e.g., Sibson, 1977; Brace &
Kohlstedt, 1980; Kohlstedt et al., 1995). This research established models for the variation in general defor-
mation mode as a function of depth into Earth's interior, suggesting that the integrated strength of the litho-
sphere depends intimately on the strength of ductile rocks in deeper and hotter regions. Mechanical data and
microstructural observations commonly indicate that this ductile deformation is controlled by the motion of
lattice dislocations. At the high temperatures characteristic of Earth's deep interior, dislocation motion is
likely limited by diffusive processes, particularly those dislocations involved in dislocation climb (e.g.,
Karato et al., 1993; Kohlstedt & Hansen, 2015; Weertman, 1970). At the colder temperatures characteristic
of the strongest portions of the lithosphere, however, diffusion is less active and deformation is limited by
dislocation glide. Ductile deformation in this regime is often referred to as low‐temperature plasticity
(Frost & Ashby, 1982, p. 7). Thus, the maximum stress supported by the lithosphere depends strongly on
deformation by low‐temperature plasticity in the constituent minerals.

In regions where the upper mantle is clearly the major load‐bearing portion of the lithosphere, such as in the
ocean basins, low‐temperature plasticity of olivine directly influences large‐scale processes. These processes
include flexure of the lithosphere in response to volcanic loads (Zhong & Watts, 2013), bending of the
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lithosphere at subduction zones (Buffett & Becker, 2012; Hunter & Watts, 2016), evolution of stresses at the
base of seismogenic faults (Matysiak & Trepmann, 2012), frictional properties of fault gouges (Boettcher
et al., 2007), uplift and support of major mountain ranges (England & Molnar, 2015), and formation of
new plate boundaries (Thielmann & Kaus, 2012).

Modeling of the large‐scale processes mentioned above often relies on constitutive equations describing low‐
temperature plasticity that are calibrated with laboratory experiments. Early experiments investigating plas-
ticity in olivine were conducted using microindentation (B. Evans & Goetze, 1979), while more recent
experiments were performed with a deformation‐DIA (D‐DIA; Long et al., 2011; Mei et al., 2010; Proietti
et al., 2016; Raterron et al., 2004), solid‐medium (Griggs) apparatus (Druiventak et al., 2011), high‐pressure
gas (Paterson) apparatus (Demouchy et al., 2013; Faul et al., 2011), and a variety of micromechanical tests
(Idrissi et al., 2016; Kranjc et al., 2016; Kumamoto et al., 2017). Unfortunately, these previous data sets exhi-
bit relatively little agreement. At both laboratory and geological strain rates and at temperatures ranging
from 0 to 1000 °C, predictions of the stress olivine is capable of supporting vary by a half order of magnitude
(e.g., Figure 1 in Idrissi et al., 2016), which for an exponential flow law at constant stress is equivalent to a
variation of many orders of magnitude in strain rate. Significant variability also exists in the ability of these
flow laws to predict natural phenomena. For instance, incorporation of the flow law of Mei et al. (2010) in
models poorly predicts lithospheric flexure near Hawaii (Watts & Zhong, 2000) yet reasonably well predicts
flexure near subduction zones (Hunter &Watts, 2016) and long‐term deformation of continental lithosphere
(England & Molnar, 2015).

Recently, Kumamoto et al. (2017) proposed a potential explanation for the discrepancy among experimental
data sets and for inconsistencies between laboratory and geophysical observations (2017). Based on the
results of nanoindentation experiments on single crystals of olivine, these authors demonstrated that the
strength of olivine increases with the decreasing size of the contact between the diamond indenter and
the sample. This indentation‐size effect, well documented in the literature on engineering materials (for a
review, see Pharr et al., 2010), is potentially linked to the Hall‐Petch effect, whereby yield stress increases
with decreasing grain size of a material (Hou et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2008). Kumamoto et al. (2017) hypothe-
sized that the discrepancy among previous studies resulted primarily from comparing the results from
experiments conducted on samples with different grain sizes, a conclusion supported by a compilation
and reanalysis of published results taking account of grain size. On this basis, they predicted that olivine
with the relatively large grain sizes characteristic of Earth's upper mantle has much lower strength than typi-
cally estimated from the results of experiments performed on finer‐grained materials. Quantitative links
between nanoindentation and deformation of macroscopic samples are difficult to make, however, such that
the basic hypothesis that olivine plasticity is dependent on grain size remained untested.

Another potential explanation for the discrepancy among previous results on low‐temperature plasticity of
olivine is the magnitude of strain at which stress is measured. It is generally recognized that the stress for
continued plastic deformation increases significantly over the first several percent of plastic strain. Some
authors have calibrated steady state flow laws for olivine plasticity using stresses measured at strains greater
than 5–20%, that is, after hardening has occurred and once the stress remains relatively constant (e.g.,
Druiventak et al., 2011; Long et al., 2011; Mei et al., 2010). In contrast, other authors have calibrated flow
laws using stresses measured before significant hardening has occurred. For example, Demouchy et al.
(2013) calibrated a relationship between yield stress (i.e., the stress at which the macroscopic behavior
departs from purely elastic behavior) and strain rate by using the stress at a total strain of 1%. These funda-
mental differences in which portion of the stress‐strain curve was used for calibration lead to significant dif-
ferences in the resulting constitutive relationships and thus in predictions of flow behavior at
geological conditions.

In the present paper, we conducted experiments to characterize the mechanical behavior of olivine aggre-
gates as a function of grain size and strain in order to explain the discrepancies among previous data sets.
To eliminate any interexperimental bias that makes it difficult to compare data from different experiments
and different studies, we conducted experiments on sample assemblies composed of a stack of two samples
of different grain size. This design allows both qualitative and quantitative determination of the relative
strength of fine‐grained and coarse‐grained samples. We use the measured mechanical response of the sam-
ples to calibrate a new constitutive model for olivine deforming by low‐temperature plasticity that accounts
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for grain size and strain. Not only does this newmodel explain the discrepancies among previous results, but
it helps to explain disagreement among several recent large‐scale geophysical measurements that yield
estimates of lithospheric strength.

2. Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation

Aggregates and single crystals of olivine provided starting materials for the experiments (Tables 1 and 2).
Aggregates consisted of either hot‐pressed powders of SanCarlos olivine or natural dunites.Hot‐pressed aggre-
gates were synthesized from powders of San Carlos olivine containing ~1% orthopyroxene to buffer the silica
activity. Powders were initially dried for 10 hr in a gas‐mixing furnace at 1000 °C and an oxygen fugacity near
10−7 Pa. Powders were uniaxially pressed into a Ni jacket at room temperature. Jacketed pellets were then hot
pressed in a gas‐mediumapparatus (Paterson, 1990) at 1250 °C for 3 to 60 hr. Longer annealing times produced
samples with coarser mean grain sizes. Several samples (starting material PI‐1514 and PI‐1519) were
deformed in a gas‐medium apparatus as part of the data set presented by Hansen et al. (2011). Natural
dunites consisted of samples from Åheim, Norway, and Balsam Gap, North Carolina. Cores 1 cm in dia-
meter were dried in a gas‐mixing furnace following the same procedure used for olivine powders. In addi-
tion to olivine, these natural dunites contain ~2% orthopyroxene, ~2% serpentine, and ~2% spinel. Several
samples consisted of single crystals of San Carlos olivine, which were hand selected to be free of visible
cracks and inclusions.

All samples were cored with a diamond coring drill to produce right‐cylindrical samples, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Samples were ground to 0.55 ± 0.05 mm in length except for San371, San374, San386, and

Table 1
Summary of Unidirectional Deformation Experiments

Experiment
#

Position in
assembly

Starting
materials

Starting grain
size (μm)

Pressure
(GPa)

Temperature
(K)

Straina

(%)
Strain rate
(10−5 s−1)

Yieldb stress
(GPa)

Flow stress
(GPa)

Stress
proxy

San371 Single sample PI‐1519 4.6 7.2–8.4 298 2.4 0.4 3.4 — Sample
8.1–8.4 473 5.0 1.0 — 3.7 Sample
7.0 673 8.0 1.0 — 3.3 Sample

San372 Top PI‐1514 20.0 6.9–9.3 298 1.4 1.2 2.7 — Bottom
Bottom PI‐1519 4.6 6.9–9.3 298 2.1 1.2 3.6 — Sample

San374 Single sample PI‐1514 20.0 8.6–9.2 298 — 1.0 3.5 — Sample
8.2–8.7 473 11 1.0 — 3.8 Sample
7.2–7.4 673 16 1.0 — 3.2 Sample

San375 Top 36 32.9 5.4–9.7 298 2.0 1.9 3.6 — Sample
4.4–5.9 873 18 3.0 — 2.5 Sample

1473 27 3.1 — 0.2 Sample
Bottom PT‐1166 7.7 5.4–9.7 298 2.5 1.9 4.1 — Sample

4.4–5.9 873 18 2.2 — 3.1 Sample
0.2–1.1 1473 27 5.8 — 0.2 Sample

San376 Top 33 3.0 5.2–9.4 298 2.5 2.0 3.9 4.9 Sample
Bottom Aheim 346 5.2–9.4 298 1.3 2.0 2.1 4.9 Top

San377 Top PT‐1166 7.7 5.6–10.1 298 1.7 2.8 3.6 4.3 Sample
Bottom PT‐1184 42.9 5.6–10.1 298 1.7 2.8 3.2 4.3 Top

San378 Top [011]c ~700 7.2–10.4 298 1.1 3.6 2.3 4.7 Bottom
Bottom 34 5.4 7.2–10.4 298 2.2 3.6 3.4 4.7 Sample

San379 Top 34 5.4 5.6–8.5 298 1.8 5.0 3.9 — Sample
2.5–4.2 1473 15.0 20.0 — 0.3 Sample

Bottom Balsam 334 5.6–8.5 298 1.2 5.0 1.8 — Top
2.5–4.2 1473 19.9 10.0 — 0.3 Top

San383 Top [111]c ~700 5.7– 8.6 298 1.4 4.2 2.6 4.6 Bottom
Bottom 34 5.4 5.7– 8.6 298 2.0 4.2 3.5 4.6 Sample

San384 Top PT‐1166 7.7 5.9–6.4 298 1.6 3.2 3.0 4.5 Sample
Bottom [110]c ~700 5.9–6.4 298 2.2 3.2 2.5 4.5 Top

aStrain at which stress is reported. bYield stresses are only given for room‐temperature tests. Flow stresses are listed for experiments at high temperature since
yield was not detectable.
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San388, which were ground to 1.1 ± 0.1 mm in length. Previously deformed samples (PI‐1514 and PI‐1519,
see above) were cored parallel to the previous loading direction. Single crystals were cored along an axis that
(1) bisects the [001] and [010] crystallographic directions, (2) bisects the [100] and [010] directions, or (3) is
equally spaced between the [100], [010], and [001] directions. These directions correspond to the [011]c,
[110]c, [111]c orientations, respectively, following the nomenclature of Durham and Goetze (1977) in
which the subscript “c” indicates a cubic reference frame. These orientations were chosen to maximize
the resolved shear stress on the (010)[001], (010)[100], and {110}[001] slip systems, respectively. The first
two slip systems are active in olivine over a wide range of deformation conditions (e.g., Phakey et al.,
1972; Bai et al., 1991; Durham & Goetze, 1977), and the latter is active especially at low temperatures
(Phakey et al., 1972).

A schematic diagram of a sample assembly is presented in Figure 1. For most experiments, two samples of
different grain size, one stacked on top of the other, were surrounded at top and bottom by dense alumina
pistons and machinable alumina pistons. Discs of Ni foil placed between the two olivine samples and on
either end of the dense alumina pistons served as strain markers in radiograph images during deformation.
Olivine samples were also wrapped with Ni foil to track the vertical edges of the samples during deformation.
The stack of samples and pistons was contained in concentric sleeves of MgO and graphite, the first to act as
a pressure medium and the second to act as a resistive furnace. This cylindrical assembly was contained
inside a mullite sphere with a cylindrical bore through its center. The mullite sphere was centered within

Table 2
Summary of Cyclical Deformation Experiments

Experiment
# Cycle

Position
in assembly

Starting
materials

Starting
grain size
(microns)

Pressure
(GPa)

Temperature
(K)

Strain rate
(10−5 s−1)

Yield
stress (GPa)

Flow
stress (GPa)

Back stress
(GPa)

Stress
proxy

San382 1 Top [111]c ~700 5.3–8.2 298 2.7 2.5 4.3 — Bottom
2 298 2.7 −0.2 −3.8 1.8
1 Bottom 33 3.0 5.3–8.2 298 2.7 3.8 4.3 — Sample
2 298 2.7 −0.7 −3.8 1.6

San385 1 Bottom PT‐1166 7.7 5.8–7.7 298 7.1 3.0 4.6 — Sample
2 298 −3.9 −0.2 −4.4 2.1
3 298 7.1 1.7 5.5 1.9
4 298 −3.9 −1.1 −5.0 1.9
5 298 7.1 1.8 4.9 1.6
6 298 −3.9 −1.3 −5.1 1.9
1 Top [011]c ~700 5.8–7.7 298 7.1 2.1 4.6 — Bottom
2 298 −3.9 −0.3 −4.4 2.0
3 298 7.1 1.8 5.5 1.8
4 298 −3.9 −0.9 −5.0 2.0
5 298 7.1 1.4 4.9 1.7
6 298 −3.9 −1.6 −5.1 1.7

San386 1 Single sample 33 3.0 5.1–8.2 298 11.6 3.3 5.3 — Sample
2 298 −6.0 −0.8 −4.1 1.7
3 298 11.6 2.5 5.1 1.3
4 298 −6.0 −1.3 −4.8 1.8

San388 1 Single sample 34 5.4 4.1–7.1 873 3.7 1.2 2.7 — Sample
2 873 −1.9 0.0 −2.8 1.4
3 573 4.9 1.4 3.5 —

4 573 −2.8 −0.3 −3.5 1.6
5 298 6.3 1.8 4.5 —

6 298 −4.5 −0.6 −4.1 1.7
San389 1 Top PT‐1166 7.7 5.0–7.2 873 9.8 1.5 3.0 — Sample

2 873 −6.4 0.0 −3.1 1.6
3 298 13.7 2.9 4.6 0.8a

1 Bottom [011]c ~700 5.0–7.2 873 9.8 1.3 2.7 —

2 873 −6.4 0.2 −2.8 1.5 Top
3 298 13.7 2.9 4.6 0.8a

aSamples were annealed at 1000 °C before reloading in the final cycle.
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a pyrophyllite cube. Sample assemblies did not include a thermocouple.
For annealing steps at elevated temperature prior to deformation (see
below), and for the few runs not conducted at room temperature, the tem-
perature was determined from calibrated relationships between heater
power and temperature. The thermocouple‐free approach to temperature
control avoids degrading the mechanical stability of the sample assembly
and is at least as accurate as operating with a thermocouple (Dixon &
Durham, 2018).

2.2. Deformation Experiments

Deformation experiments were conducted in a D‐DIA housed on the 6‐
BM‐B beamline at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
Laboratory. A synchrotron X‐ray source was employed to measure strain
directly through radiography and to determine the stress state directly
through X‐ray diffraction. The sample assembly was contacted by a
hydraulically loaded anvil on each cube face. Pressurization from the
main loading ram applied a load to all anvils simultaneously, generating
a positive mean stress, while advancement or retraction of the vertical
anvils produced a differential stress (Durham et al., 2009; Mei et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2003; Weidner et al., 2010).

Axial strain of the sample column was measured with successive radio-
graphs throughout each deformation experiment. The position of each
Ni‐foil marker was tracked between successive radiographs using image

cross correlation. A peak‐interpolation algorithm allowed subpixel resolution in determining the location
of peaks in the correlation function, resulting in a strain resolution between 10−5 and 10−4. Strain was cal-
culated as the true (logarithmic) strain in the vertical direction and was measured separately for each sample
in assemblies containing two samples (hereafter referred to as two‐sample assemblies).

Pressure and differential stress were derived using energy‐dispersive X‐ray diffraction and a white X‐ray
source. Diffraction patterns were collected from olivine samples at intervals as long as 5 min to as brief as
15 s throughout the deformation experiment. As described in Weidner et al. (2010), detectors are arrayed
downstream of the sample at a variety of azimuths around the horizontal incident beam, at an angle of
~6.5° to the beam direction. Collimation of the beam to 6.5° ensures that diffracted X‐rays arriving at the
detectors are diffracted only by the sample and not other portions of the sample assembly. Each energy peak
in a diffraction spectrum corresponds to a (hkl) plane whose spacing, dhkl, can be calculated using Bragg's
law and the fixed diffraction angle near 3.25°. This angle is precisely calibrated for each detector at least once
every five experiments using a powdered alumina standard. For olivine, the primary diffracting planes used
were (hkl) = (130), (131), and (112). To analyze pressure and differential stress at high frequency in near real
time, we used only 2 of the 10 available X‐ray detectors, one at the vertical azimuth relative to the incident
beam and the other at the horizontal azimuth, detecting diffracted X‐rays from planes oriented nearly per-
pendicular and nearly parallel to the maximum principal stress, respectively. Using only two detectors relies
on the assumption that any anisotropy in stress has a vertical symmetry axis. Peaks were chosen using the
peakfit function for MATLAB® (O'Haver, 2018, pp. 340–358), fitting the (130) peak with a single Gaussian
and the doublet containing the (112) and (131) peaks with two equal‐width Gaussians. The d spacings mea-
sured with these two detectors were used to estimate the vertical and horizontal lattice strains, respectively.
The d spacing due to the pressure was calculated as

dp ¼ dv þ 2dh
3

; (1)

where dv is the d spacing measured from the detector at the vertical azimuth and dh is the d spacing mea-
sured from the detector at the horizontal azimuth.

Reported pressures were calculated using the position (130) peak. Unit‐cell volume (V) was calculated as

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the sample assembly and pressure med-
ium. An assembly with a stack of two samples is depicted. Single sample
assemblies contained a sample of length equivalent to the sum of the lengths
of the two samples shown here.
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V ¼ dp h2 þ k2 þ l2
� �1=2h i3

: (2)

A third‐order Birch‐Murnaghan equation of state for olivine was then used to calculate pressure (mean
stress) as

P ¼ 3K0 1þ KT
′

� �
2

 !
V0;T

V

� �7
3

−
V0;T

V

� �5
3

" #
1þ 3

4
KP

′−4
� � V0;T

V

� �2
3

−1

" #( )
; (3)

where K0 is the bulk modulus of olivine and KT′ and KP′ are its temperature and pressure derivatives, respec-
tively. These parameters were taken from Abramson et al. (1997) and Kumazawa and Anderson (1969). V0,T,
the volume of the unit cell at room pressure and the temperature of the experiment, is calculated as

V0;T ¼ V0 exp 2:55Ε−5 T−T0ð Þ þ 1
2

1:15Ε−8 T2−T2
0

� �� �
(4)

using the thermal expansivity of olivine measured by Suzuki (1975).

Lattice strains were converted to stresses as

σd ¼ 1
2GR

� �−1 dh−dv
dp

: (5)

GR is the X‐ray shear modulus calculated assuming the Reuss (isostress) condition using the formulation of
(Singh et al., 1998) and elastic constants from Abramson et al. (1997), which includes pressure derivatives at
room temperature, and from Isaak (1992), which includes temperature derivatives at room pressure. The dif-
ference between the stress measured in the vertical direction and that measured in the horizontal direction is
taken to be the differential stress. We report compressive stresses as positive and tensile stresses as negative.
A differential stress was calculated for each of the three diffraction peaks. To define the stress at any given
strain, we average the stresses estimated from each diffraction peak, resulting in an uncertainty that depends
on the stress heterogeneity within the sample. During initial elastic loading, the stress uncertainty is on the
order of 100 MPa, whereas after substantial plastic strain at room temperature, the uncertainty is on the
order of 1 GPa. Measured yield stresses, by definition, correspond to portions of the experiment prior to
any plastic deformation (see below) and therefore are subject to the smaller of these uncertainties. In experi-
ments with two samples, the stress was measured in the finer‐grained sample, which yields better diffraction
patterns due to the comparatively larger number of grains per diffraction volume; the stress was assumed to
be the same in the coarser‐grained sample. For one experiment with two samples (San375), stresses mea-
sured in both the top and bottom samples were within error of each other.

Stress and strain were computed nearly continuously in real time during each experiment. For most experi-
ments, mechanical data were collected during initial pressurization, which aided in maintaining an approxi-
mately hydrostatic stress state. Once at the test pressure, the temperature was increased to ~1000 °C for
20–60 min to relax any internal stress heterogeneity in the samples. Stress relaxation was monitored with
the diffraction data. After the heterogeneity in the nonhydrostatic internal stress ceased to relax further,
samples were quenched to room temperature. Next, the vertical rams were advanced at a rate controlled
with hydraulic syringe pumps to produce a strain rate, averaged over the samples, that was constant within
a factor of 2. Average strain rates within olivine samples ranged from 2 × 10−5 to 2 × 10−4 s−1. In all experi-
ments, the differential stress was less than the confining pressure (here defined as the horizontal stress), con-
firming that brittle processes were suppressed according to Goetze's criterion (Kohlstedt et al., 1995). For
several samples, the temperature was subsequently increased, and the corresponding decrease in differential
stress was monitored. For another subset of samples, after initial yield, the motion of the vertical anvils was
reversed to generate negative strain rates until the differential stress changed sign and the sample yielded in
the reverse direction in tension. This procedure was repeated over multiple cycles, allowing yield to be
observed in both the forward and reverse directions in a single experiment. At the end of experiments, the
vertical anvils were withdrawn until the differential stress was approximately 0, after which the pressure
from the main loading rams was decreased while adjusting the position of the vertical anvils to maintain
a roughly hydrostatic stress state. Details of all deformation experiments are included in Tables 1 and 2.
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2.3. Microstructural Analysis

Samples were analyzed with a scanning electron microscope to determine mean grain sizes before and after
deformation experiments. Prior to the experiments, we analyzed the starting microstructure in the sample
material directly adjacent to the location of the sample cores, on surfaces normal to the eventual loading
direction. After the experiments, the sample assemblies were recovered from the graphite furnace inward,
and we analyzed the microstructures of the samples on surfaces parallel to the loading direction. For both
starting and deformed samples, material was impregnated with epoxy resin and then ground using a dia-
mond grinding wheel. Ground surfaces were then polished with diamond slurries of progressively finer grit,
eventually reaching a grit size of 0.05 μm. Polished samples were analyzed with an FEI Quanta 650 scanning
electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun in the Department of Earth Sciences at the
University of Oxford. We mapped microstructures with electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) using an
Oxford Instruments Nordlys Nano EBSD camera and AZtec software package. In general, successful index-
ing solutions were found for >80% of all pixels. EBSDmaps were postprocessed to remove isolated pixels dis-
parate from their neighbors by >10°. Pixels for which an orientation was not obtained and with at least six
indexed neighbor pixels were filled with the average orientation of those neighbors. Mean grain size was esti-
mated using the linear intercept method and applying a scaling factor of 1.5 (Underwood, 1970, pp. 80–93).
Grain boundaries were defined by misorientation angles >10°.

3. Results
3.1. Sample Microstructures

The grain size for all samples was measured prior to deformation, with values of mean grain size presented
in Tables 1 and 2. The EBSDmap in Figure 2 reveals that the coarse‐grained sample at the top has undergone
significantly more vertical shortening than the fine‐grained sample on the bottom. This difference in the
amount of deformation for samples of different grain size is consistent with the mechanical data presented
in the next section. Most grains exhibit measurable gradients in crystallographic orientation, which are most
easily observed in the coarse‐grained sample in Figure 2. These orientation gradients are likely the result of
accumulations of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs; Wallis et al., 2016). EBSD indexing was gen-
erally poor near grain boundaries. Several small test maps revealed that the indexing rate in these regions
increased if longer exposure times were used when collecting diffraction patterns. This dependence on

Figure 2. Sample assembly from San372 after deformation. A semitransparent electron backscatter diffraction map is
superimposed on a forescattered‐electron image. Color scale indicates the orientation of the normal to the plane of
section relative to the crystal axes. White arrows indicate examples of grains with observable lattice curvature.
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exposure time suggests that unindexed regions are the result of locally high lattice distortion, again due to
significant accumulations of GNDs.

3.2. Mechanical Results
3.2.1. Unidirectional Deformation Experiments at Room Temperature
Mechanical data from experiments on samples loaded unidirectionally are presented as stress‐strain curves
in Figure 3. Most samples (excluding San371 to San374) exhibited a linear relationship between stress and
strain during initial loading. The slope of the loading curve indicates an elastic modulus of ~200 GPa, con-
sistent with the average Young's modulus of olivine measured by other techniques (e.g., Abramson et al.,
1997). All experiments reveal a distinct yield point associated with a departure from a linear relationship
between stress and strain, which was observable in the stress‐strain curves for both samples in the two‐
sample experiments.

Stresses determined from different diffraction peaks agree to within ~100 MPa at low strain, with increasing
disagreement at higher strains. All samples strain hardened after yielding. Post‐deformation microstructural
analysis revealed that the relatively few grains in the coarse‐grained sample of San379 were oriented such
that very little stress was resolved on available slip systems, so data associated with this sample were not con-
sidered in subsequent analyses.
3.2.2. Grain Size Dependence of Deformation in Two‐Sample Assemblies
Tracking the strain in both samples of a two‐sample assembly allows determination of the relative strength
of the samples. Strain is presented as a function of time for all unidirectional experiments in Figure 4. For
experiments with two samples, the coarser‐grained sample is always weaker. That is, the black points repre-
senting data from coarser‐grained samples always achieve larger strains than the red points representing
data from finer‐grained samples.

In addition to qualitative determination of relative sample strengths, data from experiments with two sam-
ples offer a special advantage in quantitatively determining the yield stress. Yield stress is difficult to deter-
mine in a precise manner because it requires identification of a break in slope on a stress‐strain diagram, for
which real data often exhibit smoothly varying slopes rather than a distinct breakpoint. As depicted schema-
tically in Figure 5, the response of a stacked sample allows the yield point to be precisely determined from a
plot of strain versus time. During initial elastic loading, if both samples have approximately the same elastic
moduli, they will exhibit the same strain increase with increasing time. However, when the weaker sample
yields, it will begin to deform at a proportionally faster rate than the stronger sample, which is still deforming
elastically. In fact, the stronger sample will not exhibit any further deformation unless the weaker sample
strain hardens. The point of divergence in the strain‐time curves for the two samples marks the plastic yield
of the weaker sample. As evidenced in Figure 4, all two‐sample experiments exhibit a clear divergence in the
strain‐time curves. Once the stronger sample yields, both strain‐time curves will exhibit another change in
slope. For low‐temperature plasticity, in which there is little dependence of the stress on strain rate, the two
samples will then exhibit approximately the same strain rate, matching the macroscopic strain rate.

We use yield stresses determined in this manner to evaluate the grain size dependence of yield. All measured
yield stresses are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 6 specifically compares the yield stresses measured at
room temperature in coarse‐grained samples to those of their fine‐grained counterparts in the same assem-
bly. For all experiments on two‐sample assemblies, the coarse‐grained sample yields at lower stresses than
the fine‐grained sample. Fine‐grained samples are stronger at yield than coarse‐grained samples by a factor
of 1.20 to 1.25.
3.2.3. Unidirectional Deformation Experiments at High Temperature
For unidirectional experiments at elevated temperatures, temperature was only increased after yield had
occurred during the initial room‐temperature deformation experiment. Thus, yielding behavior was not
observed at high temperatures. Therefore, we refer to the final stress at the end of these experiments as
the flow stress. As illustrated in Figure 3, the flow stress generally decreases with increasing temperature,
as expected for thermally activated deformation mechanisms. After an increase in temperature, an initial
relaxation occurs in which the flow stress gradually decreases. This relaxation is most evident at higher tem-
peratures. At temperatures up to 873 K, strain hardening still takes place. Tests conducted at 1473 K (e.g.,
within San375 and San379) do not exhibit strain hardening.
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Figure 3. Stress as a function of strain in unidirectional experiments. Red points indicate data from fine‐grained samples.
Black points indicate data from coarse‐grained samples. Unless otherwise noted, the temperature during deformation was
298 K. The legend at the bottom identifies the diffraction peaks used to calculate stresses.
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Figure 4. Strain as a function of time for unidirectional experiments. Red points indicate data from fine‐grained samples.
Black points indicate data from coarse‐grained samples. Unless otherwise noted, the temperature during deformation was
298 K. For two‐sample assemblies, the blue points indicate the total strain averaged over both samples.
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In two experiments (San375 and San379), we observed a reversal in rela-
tive strength of the two samples with increasing temperature. This transi-
tion is most evident in the strain‐time curves presented in Figure 4.
During the initial room‐temperature portion of the experiment, the
coarser‐grained sample yields at a lower stress than the fine‐grained sam-
ple (see inset for San379 in Figure 4). However, at 1473 K for both experi-
ments, the finer‐grained sample exhibits a faster strain rate than the
coarse‐grained sample, leading to a crossover of the two strain‐time
curves. Thus, finer‐grained samples are weaker than coarse‐grained sam-
ples at high temperature, consistent with the operation of grain‐size sen-
sitive creep (e.g., G. Hirth & Kohlstedt, 1995; Hansen et al., 2011). The
flow law for dislocation‐accommodated grain boundary sliding from
Hansen et al. (2011) predicts strain rates for the stresses and grain sizes
of experiments San375 and San379 at 1473 K that are within factors of 6
and 2, respectively, of the observed strain rates.
3.2.4. Cyclical Deformation Experiments
Consistent with our unidirectional tests, cyclical tests also demonstrate
that (1) on initial loading, coarser‐grained samples yield before finer‐
grained samples and (2) with increasing deformation, all samples strain
harden significantly until an approximately steady state flow stress is
reached, which is around 4 to 5 GPa for samples deformed at room tem-
perature, regardless of grain size. The mechanical data from cyclical tests
are presented in Table 2 and Figure 7. Yield stresses from the first loading
cycle are also presented in Figure 6. On unloading, both samples exhibit
elastic behavior with an apparent modulus identical to that observed dur-
ing the initial loading segment. With increasingly negative differential
stress, both samples eventually yield in the reverse direction (i.e., toward
negative strains). Again, the coarse‐grained sample always yields before
the fine‐grained sample, and strain hardening progresses until stresses
of approximately −4 to −5 GPa are reached. After the first cycle, this basic
pattern is repeatable regardless of the number of imposed loading cycles.

A distinct history dependence is observed in the yield behavior during
cyclical experiments. As is evident in Table 2, after the first loading path,
subsequent loading in the reverse direction results in yield at a much
lower absolute value of stress than for the initial yield. This lower value
of the yield stress continues for all subsequent loading cycles. For exam-
ple, the bottom sample of San385 initially yielded at 4.0 GPa but yielded
during subsequent cycles at values between 1.0 and 3.3 GPa.

Several cyclical experiments were conducted in which the temperature
was changed between cycles (Figure 7). For San388, the temperature
was initially 600 °C and was progressively decreased after each cycle.
Both the yield stress and the maximum flow stress increased with decreas-
ing temperature. For San389, the temperature was also initially elevated

and progressively decreased after each cycle. Both the yield stress and the maximum flow stress decreased
with increasing temperature. Notably, prior to the final, room‐temperature cycle of San389, deformation
was arrested and the temperature was elevated to 1000 °C for 10 min, while stresses were observed to relax.
Upon reloading at room temperature, the yield in this final cycle was not reduced but instead was compar-
able to those observed on initial loading of other samples with similar grain sizes.

4. Discussion

The experiments presented here reveal four key phenomena in low‐temperature plasticity of olivine. (1) The
yield strength of olivine aggregates depends on grain size, (2) the yield strength decreases with increasing

Figure 5. Schematic depicting the determination of the yield point in a two‐
sample assembly. (top) Typical stress‐strain curves for two samples with
different yield points. With real data, some ambiguity is generally involved
in determining the exact point of yield from stress‐strain curves. (bottom)
Strain‐time curves for the same samples, illustrating the divergence between
curves for the weak and strong samples. The point of divergence indicates
the strain at which the weaker sample yielded.
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temperature, (3) significant strain hardening occurs until an approximate
steady state flow stress is reached that is independent of grain size, and (4)
the yield stress in cyclical loading tests decreases after the first deforma-
tion cycle. Based on these observations, we explore the underlying micro-
physical processes involved in olivine plasticity and develop a constitutive
model for application to deformation of the lithospheric mantle.

4.1. Rate‐Limiting Processes in Low‐Temperature Plasticity

Low‐temperature plasticity can be characterized by a flow law that encap-
sulates the dependence of strain rate on temperature, stress, and the
intrinsic resistance to the motion of dislocations. Most flow laws for plas-
ticity begin with the Orowan equation, for which the strain rate is given by

_γ ¼ ρmbv; (6)

where _γ is the shear strain rate, ρm is the mobile dislocation density, b is
the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and v is the dislocation velocity.
The velocity can be limited by local interactions of dislocations with
lattice‐scale obstacles (e.g., the intrinsic atomic structure, precipitates, or
other dislocations) or by long‐range interactions with the stress fields gen-
erated by arrays of dislocations. Dislocation velocity is generally described
by

v ¼ αfb exp −
ΔG
RT

� �
; (7)

where α is a geometrical factor, f is the attempt frequency for the dislocation to cross the barrier to its motion,
R is the gas constant, T is temperature, and ΔG is the Gibbs free energy. In the presence of a stress field, the
Gibbs free energy can be decomposed into ΔG = ΔF − τΔV (A. G. Evans & Rawlings, 1969), where ΔF is the
Helmholtz free energy (herein referred to as the activation energy),ΔV is the activation volume, τ is the shear
stress resolved on the dislocation slip system, and τΔV is the work carried out by the stress field. The term ΔV
is often taken to be equal toΔF/Σ, where Σ is a measure of the height of the energy potentials associated with
local barriers that must be overcome for the dislocation to glide (i.e., the glide resistance at 0 K). Thus, equa-
tion (7) can be rewritten and combined with equation (6) to yield

_ε ¼ A exp −
ΔF
RT

� �
exp

ΔF
RT

σ
∑

� �
; (8)

whereA= α ρmb
2ν. Note that equation (8) uses the uniaxial stress and strain rate, σ and _ε, instead of the shear

stress and strain rate; the geometrical factor for converting between the two is absorbed in α. The value of A
is a function of stress because the mobile dislocation density is stress dependent, but this contribution to the
overall dependence of strain rate on stress is minor relative to the exponential term; therefore, we treatA as a
phenomenological constant. The form of equation (8) assumes that the energy potentials of the barriers are,
on average, shaped like a box (Kocks et al., 1975 section 24). To account for arbitrarily shaped potentials that
likely arise if the barrier to motion is the intrinsic resistance of the atomic structure of the lattice (i.e., the
lattice friction), Kocks et al. (1975, 141) modified this equation to

_ε ¼ A exp −
ΔF
RT

1−
σ
∑

� �p� �q� 	
; (9)

where p and q are constants that depend on the shape of the potential. If the primary barrier to motion is
lattice friction, then Σ is often referred to as the Peierls stress. Jain et al. (2017) noted that extrapolations
of olivine flow laws to geological conditions depend strongly on p and q, and unfortunately these parameters
are difficult to constrain experimentally. However, throughout much of the metallurgical literature, p and q
are simply taken as unity a priori, since the primary barrier to yield is often local dislocation interactions,
which are best described with a box‐shaped potential if they are regularly spaced, discrete obstacles (Frost
& Ashby, 1982, section 2.2). We adopt this assumption for olivine since, as described in the next section,

Figure 6. Comparison of yield stresses for coarse‐grained and fine‐grained
samples in the same assembly. The black line indicates equal yield stresses
for the two samples.
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we suggest that the most important local barriers to dislocation motion at yield are discrete obstacles rather
than lattice friction.

Long‐range interactions also affect the dislocation velocity. Arrays of dislocations can result in a nonnegli-
gible net Burgers vector that will have an associated long‐range stress field (e.g., Bayley et al., 2006;
Harder, 1999). Because this stress field can work against the macroscopically applied stress, it is often
referred to as a back stress, σb, which acts to reduce the effective stress driving dislocation motion and leads
to a flow law of the form

_ε ¼ A exp −
ΔF
RT

� �
sinh

ΔF
RT

σ−σb
∑

� �
: (10)

Note that here we replace the second exponential in equation (8) with a hyperbolic sine following Garofalo
(1963) to allow the strain rate to be negative if the effective stress, σ− σb, is negative. That is, if the back stress
exceeds the applied stress, then reverse flow can occur.

Equation (10) can be solved for the applied stress,

Figure 7. Stress as a function of strain for cyclical experiments. Red points indicate data from fine‐grained samples. Black
points indicate data from coarse‐grained samples. Arrows indicate the direction of loading. Positive values of stress are
compressive. Unless otherwise noted, the temperature during deformation was 298 K. The legend indicates the diffraction
peaks used to calculate stress.
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σ ¼ RT∑
ΔF

sinh−1 _ε
A

exp
ΔF
RT

� �� �
þ σb ; (11)

which highlights the relationships among temperature and local and
long‐range interactions. The first term on the right‐hand side represents
the stress supported by local interactions, which is a clear function of T
as well as Σ. The second term represents the stress supported by long‐
range interactions, which is purely elastic in nature and therefore inde-
pendent of T, aside from the small effect of T on the elastic moduli.

4.2. Grain Size Sensitivity of the Yield Stress

Our results demonstrate that the yield stress of olivine at low tempera-
tures is a function of grain size. This result is consistent with the work
of Trepmann et al. (2013). In Figure 8, we have compiled estimates of yield
strength from previously published deformation experiments on olivine.
Following Kumamoto et al. (2017), we compare our results to previously
published results as a function of the characteristic length scale of defor-
mation, taken to be the grain size for experiments on polycrystals and
the contact radius for indentation experiments. To compare data from
our room‐temperature experiments to previous data from experiments
at higher temperature, we have extrapolated previously published flow
laws to room temperature and calculated the stress. General consistency
exists among these data sets demonstrating that smaller characteristic
length scales lead to higher yield stresses. This agreement also suggests
that similar mechanisms lead to the dependence of strength on grain size
and to the dependence of strength on contact radius, consistent with com-
pilations of existing metallurgical literature (Dunstan & Bushby, 2014; Li
et al., 2016).

Because of its relevance to engineering and materials design, significant work has been conducted on grain
size effects in plasticity. Recent reviews can be found in Li et al. (2016) and Cordero et al. (2016).
Strengthening with decreasing grain size is generally referred to as the Hall‐Petch effect (Hall, 1951;
Petch, 1953). Many mechanistic models have been proposed to explain the Hall‐Petch effect through the
interaction of mobile lattice dislocations with other aspects of the microstructure. Proposed barriers to dis-
location motion include (1) the strength of grain boundaries at the head of a dislocation pileup (Hall,
1951; Petch, 1953), (2) the difficulty in emitting lattice dislocations from grain boundaries because of inter-
actions with grain boundary dislocations (Bata & Pereloma, 2004), (3) forest dislocations produced through
emission from grain boundaries (J. Li, 1963), (4) GNDs produced as a result of elastic incompatibility
(Meyers & Ashworth, 1982), (5) GNDs produced as a result of plastic incompatibility (Ashby, 1970), (6) dis-
locations generated during strain hardening, whose density depends on grain size (Conrad, 1963; Conrad
et al., 1967), (7) the operation of a Frank‐Read source in a neighboring grain as a result of the stress fields
ahead of a dislocation pileup (e.g., Armstrong et al., 1962; Cottrell, 1953; Smith & Worthington, 1964),
and (8) the curvature of mobile dislocations in constrained volumes (Dunstan & Bushby, 2014; Li
et al., 2016).

We can rule out some of the models listed above for application to olivine based on our experimental obser-
vations. We observe a yield stress that is temperature and grain size dependent. Some models focus on long‐
range stress fields or dislocation curvature (models listed under 7 and 8, respectively), which will not be
temperature dependent. Several models listed above only result in a grain size dependence once some
macroscopic plastic strain has accumulated (models listed under 5 and 6), which implies that the yield stress
itself is not necessarily grain size dependent. Models listed under 1, 3, and 4 do require some plastic strain
before grain size effects are realized, but that initial plastic strain can be localized enough that it is not detect-
able prior to macroscopic yielding (e.g., Maaß & Derlet, 2018). Therefore, models listed under 1–4 are all
potentially applicable as they result in a grain size‐dependent yield stress and involve local interactions lead-
ing to a temperature dependence (although long‐range interactions can also arise in models involving

Figure 8. Yield stress as a function of grain size at room temperature.
Results from this study (large red circles) are compared to extrapolation of
flow laws from previously published results to room temperature. Grain size
is taken as the relevant length scale for experiments on olivine aggregates.
The contact radius is taken as the relevant length scale for indentation
experiments. The solid line is obtained from the calibrated model discussed
in section 4.4.
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GNDs). The model of Li (1963) and Bata and Pereloma (2004) are particularly interesting because they
involve the nucleation of dislocations at grain boundaries. Recent nanoindentation experiments using sphe-
rical indenters (Kumamoto et al., 2017) and transmission electron microscopy of deformed olivine aggre-
gates (Thieme et al., 2018) suggest that grain and subgrain boundaries are dislocation sources in olivine.

The remaining models (items 1 through 4 in the list above) all result in the same basic form of constitutive
equation,

∑ ¼ σL þ Kd−
1
2 ; (12)

where σL is the intrinsic resistance of the lattice to dislocation motion (i.e., the lattice friction) and K is a
material‐dependent constant whose derivation varies frommodel to model. The right‐hand side of this equa-
tion is generally referred to as the Hall‐Petch relationship, and here we set it equal to the local resistance to
dislocation motion, Σ, because of the observed temperature dependence of yield. A similar approach was
taken by Renner et al. (2002) to describe the deformation of calcite.

4.3. Strain Hardening

All of the samples deformed in the present study exhibit some degree of strain hardening. Strain hardening
in crystalline materials is typically interpreted to result from increases in dislocation density that progres-
sively limit the velocity of mobile dislocations. Dislocations that interact to form locked structures (e.g.,
dipoles or junctions) can preserve the dislocation arrangement after the sample is macroscopically unloaded.
Thus, if the sample is reloaded, the hardened state of the sample is preserved, and the sample will not yield
until the stress obtained just before unloading is reached. If the unloaded sample is reloaded in the reverse
direction (e.g., to negative differential stress), then yield will not occur until the stress in the reverse direction
is the same magnitude as the stress in the forward direction prior to unloading, hence the term isotropic
hardening. In contrast, accumulations of GNDs can generate a significant long‐range stress field that acts
as a back stress for mobile dislocations, and therefore, yield in the reverse direction can occur at a lower
applied stress than the initial yield stress. This phenomenon is often referred to as the Bauschinger effect
(Bauschinger, 1886) and the associated hardening as kinematic hardening. The cyclical loading experiments
presented here exhibit a significant Bauschinger effect (Figure 7). In subsequent cycles, the yield stresses are
similar but reduced relative to the yield stress in the initial cycle. The reduction in the yield stress occurs
because in each new cycle there is a residual back stress from the previous cycle that now acts in the same
direction as the applied stress. Thus, the yield stress in each new cycle corresponds to the inherent yield
strength minus the previously accumulated back stress. Further deformation acts to relax the back stress,
which effectively results in strain hardening. Once all of the back stress is relaxed, a back stress of opposite
sign begins to accumulate, opposing the applied stress, which is manifested as continued hardening until a
maximum in the back stress is reached. Therefore, following the analysis of Kuhlmann‐Wilsdorf and Laird
(1979), we estimate the magnitude of the associated back stress by taking half the difference between the
flow stress and the yield stress for cycles after the initial cycle. The values of the estimated back stress pre-
sented in Table 2 range from 1.1 to 2.6 GPa.

The maximum flow stresses and back stresses measured in cyclical experiments are presented in Figure 9
as a function of temperature. Although not well resolved, we do not observe a measurable temperature
dependence of the back stress, consistent with the temperature independence evident in equation (11).
In contrast, the maximum flow stress is demonstrably temperature dependent, and that temperature
dependence is consistent with the temperature dependence of the yield stress. Since the total magnitude
of hardening during the first loading cycle (i.e., flow stress minus yield stress) is on the order of the appar-
ent back stress (Table 2), it is reasonable to assume that the hardening observed in our experiments is
dominated by kinematic, rather than isotropic, hardening. The importance of kinematic hardening in
moderating the strength of olivine is also evidenced by the nanoindentation experiments of Kumamoto
et al. (2017) that revealed significant accumulation of GNDs and residual stresses associated with low‐
temperature plasticity.

Although we can infer that kinematic hardening is dominant, the best available model to describe the evolu-
tion of hardening is not clear. A rigorous treatment based on the accumulation and interaction of disloca-
tions as well as the partitioning of those interactions into isotropic and kinematic components requires
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understanding of the spatial distribution and anisotropy of dislocation
density (Evers et al., 2004b) and is beyond the scope of the present work.
Many popular models simplify the problem greatly by treating dislocation
density as a zero‐dimensional scalar and evaluating the evolution of dislo-
cation density as a competition between the recovery rate and storage rate
of dislocations, with key examples given by Mecking and Kocks (1981)
and Bammann (1984). The competition between these processes leads to
a saturation in dislocation density and, therefore, to a steady state stress,
similar to our observations.

To employ these models in a physically basedmanner relies on knowledge
of dislocation storage and recovery mechanisms. Treatment of storage
mechanisms is complicated by the fact that dislocation arrays, subgrain
boundaries, and grain boundaries can all act as storage sites (e.g.,
Sinclair et al., 2006). Treatments of recovery also vary substantially.
Most parameterizations of recovery in metals assume that cross slip is
the dominant recovery mechanism, but cross slip in olivine appears to
only be important at temperatures above 600 °C (Phakey et al., 1972;
Poirier, 1976). Dislocation climb is another possible recovery mechanism,
which can occur by static, diffusion‐limited climb at high temperatures
(e.g., Weertman, 1957). Gouriet et al. (2017) explored the role of this
mechanism in olivine using discrete‐dislocation dynamics, resulting in
steady state flow. As an alternative, Nes (1997) pointed out that dynamic,
stress‐enhanced climb with only short‐range diffusion is a potential pro-
cess for controlling recovery rates at low temperatures. Our results suggest
that the back stress appears to reach a steady state value, and although not

well resolved, that value appears to be temperature independent, which would not be the case if any type of
climb were the limiting mechanism. Identifying the mechanisms of dislocation recovery in olivine at low
temperatures is a clear target for future investigation.

Additional difficulty inmodeling dislocation density arises when considering the deformation of polycrystal-
line aggregates. Accumulation of dislocations at grain boundaries likely depends on the ability of grain
boundaries to nucleate dislocations or transmit dislocations to neighboring grains (e.g., Evers et al., 2004a;
Hirth, 1972). The long‐range stress fields associated with the accumulation of dislocations near grain bound-
aries may also screen the stress fields of dislocations in neighboring grains, effectively reducing back stresses
(Sinclair et al., 2006).

Furthermore, even if a robust formulation of the evolution of dislocation density is derived, calculating
the effective back stress as a result of those dislocations is nontrivial. As reviewed by Bayley et al.
(2006), the stress state associated with GND fields depends on the gradients in dislocation density, and
therefore the spatial distribution of GNDs must be tracked.

Given the complications and uncertainties associated with modeling the evolution of dislocation density and
back stress, we opt for a simple empirical parameterization of strain hardening that can still explain our data.
We do not consider the underlying GND density and instead directly estimate the evolution of the back stress
according to the relation

dσb
dεp

¼ γ σb;max− sgn _εp
� �

σb

 �

; (13)

where εp is the plastic strain, σb,max is the maximum back stress, _εp is the plastic strain rate, and γ is a rate
constant. This equation results in a back stress that gradually approaches σb,max at a rate determined by γ.
For unidirectional loading, a simple analytical solution exists for σb (εp). Although formatted differently,
equation (13) is equivalent to the popular formulation of Armstrong and Frederick (1966), in which they
consider the balance between a hardening rate and a dynamic recovery rate, analogous to the balance of dis-
location storage and recovery. In the nomenclature of the Armstrong and Frederick model, γσb,max is the
initial hardening modulus.

Figure 9. Maximum flow stress and back stress as a function of tempera-
ture, measured during cyclical‐loading experiments. The size of the marker
indicates the cycle from which the data are taken, with small markers
indicating early cycles and large markers indicating late cycles. The red
dashed line corresponds to the back stress calculated from the calibrated
model discussed in section 4.4. The blue dot‐dashed lines delimit the maxi-
mum flow stress predicted by the same model for the range of grain sizes
explored in this study.
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An interesting implication arises from the above discussion of strain hardening in olivine. All the hardening
is assumed to come from the generation of a back stress, which is theoretically independent of temperature.
On initial loading, the flow stress is simply the sum of the yield stress and the back stress, and because the
yield stress is temperature dependent, the flow stress will also be temperature dependent, as evidenced by
Figure 9. However, the magnitude of strain hardening in olivine (the increase in stress between the yield
stress and flow stress), if due entirely to back stresses, will not be temperature dependent. These considera-
tions imply that roughly 2 GPa of hardening will occur regardless of the temperature or strain rate, as
described by the right‐hand side of equation (1). That said, at sufficiently high temperatures, when
temperature‐dependent recovery mechanisms such as dislocation climb contribute significantly, we may
expect the magnitude of hardening to become temperature dependent. We suggest this transition in domi-
nant recovery mechanism effectively demarcates the rheological transition between exponential creep
(i.e., low‐temperature plasticity) and power law creep (i.e., dislocation creep or dislocation‐accommodated
grain boundary sliding).

There are similar implications for the role of pressure in affecting the strength of olivine. The structure of
dislocation cores is expected to be a function of the hydrostatic component of the stress, which then modifies
the lattice friction, σL (Amodeo et al., 2012; Cordier et al., 2012). Thus, changing the pressure only modifies
the first term on the right‐hand side of equation (11), and therefore, like temperature, only modifies the yield
stress. The long‐range interactions associated with the back stress should be independent of pressure (aside
from the small effect of pressure on the elastic moduli), and we therefore hypothesize that the magnitude of
strain hardening is independent of pressure.

4.4. Flow Law Calibration

We calibrate a constitutive model for low‐temperature plasticity of olivine aggregates based on equa-
tions (11), (12), and (13). For calibration, we use the yield stresses and flow stresses from all experiments.
Our data set is not particularly sensitive to variations in temperature, so we incorporate in our fitting proce-
dure other data sets for which stress, temperature, strain rate, and grain size are available (Long et al., 2011;
Mei et al., 2010). We also only use data from experiments conducted at T ≤ 1073 K to remove experiments in
which high‐temperature creep processes may have contributed significantly to the measured mechanical
response. Note that we do not use the data set from Demouchy et al. (2013) because their yield stresses were
picked at an arbitrarily set value of the total strain (1%), necessitated by the lack of an obvious yield point in
their mechanical data. Best fit values for all parameters aside from γ were obtained using a nonlinear opti-
mization routine in the MATLAB® optimization toolbox to minimize the misfit between measured and pre-
dicted stresses. The value of γ was determined in a separate fitting procedure using the full stress‐strain
curves from cyclical experiments. Values for the best fit parameters are presented in Table 3. Errors in para-
meter values were determined using a bootstrapping procedure in which subsets of the data were randomly
chosen and a set of best fit values were obtained for each subset. Reported errors are the standard deviation
of the distributions of best fit values.

The calibrated model is compared to data in Figures 8 and 10. Figure 8 presents all of the data collected at
room temperature and flow laws from previous studies extrapolated to room temperature. The grain size
dependence is evident in both the model and the data, and the curvature of the model suggests that most
of our data lie at grain sizes within the transition between grain size‐independent and grain size‐dependent
deformation. Figure 10 presents our data and a selection of previously published data as a function of tem-
perature, including data from low‐strain measurements representing initial yield (Figure 10a), data collected
at large strains (Figure 10b), and a normalization of the full data set to large grain size and no plastic strain
using our calibrated model. The grain size dependence is clear in the low‐strain data (Figure 10a), with good
correspondence to the model. The model curves also reveal a prediction that the temperature dependence of
yield is a function of grain size. At high strain (Figure 10b), the model still predicts a moderate grain size

Table 3
Best Fit Model Parameters for Equations (11), (12), and (13)

A (s−1) ΔF (kJ/mol) σL (GPa) K (GPa μm0.5) γ σb,max (GPa)
1020.7 ± 1.2 550 ± 90 3.1 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.4 75 ± 20 1.8 ± 0.2
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dependence, but this dependence is less evident in the data. The normalized data set reveals a general
temperature dependence consistent with the model and demonstrates that stresses are predicted to within
~30% (Figure 10c).

Several aspects of the best fit parameter values are noteworthy in comparison to previous results. The activa-
tion energy of 550 kJ/mol is within the range of previously determined activation energies of 566 (Idrissi
et al., 2016), 564 (Raterron et al., 2004), 498 (B. Evans & Goetze, 1979), 458 (Long et al., 2011), 450
(Demouchy et al., 2013), and 320 (Mei et al., 2010). The value for the lattice friction (i.e., the Peierls stress)
of 3.1 ± 0.4 GPa determined here is at the low end of the range of previous estimates. The highest published
estimates of the lattice friction in olivine are ~15 GPa (Demouchy et al., 2013; Raterron et al., 2004). The low-
est published estimate of 3.8 ± 0.7 GPa from Idrissi et al. (2016) is within error of our result, and interest-
ingly, Idrissi et al. obtained this estimate of σL through direct observation of dislocation velocities and
incorporation of those velocities into a discrete dislocation dynamics simulation. That approach avoids
any grain boundary effects and therefore is likely the only estimate of olivine strength in the literature that
is not subject to size effects. Thus, it is encouraging that we obtain a similar value of lattice friction after
accounting for size effects through equation (12).

The ability of the model to predict strain hardening and other behavior during cyclical experiments is
explored in Figure 11. The model is specifically compared to experiment San388, which involved loading
cycles at three different temperatures. The model encouragingly captures the magnitude and rate of harden-

ing at each temperature. It also captures the Bauschinger effect, which is
revealed by the essentially constant yield stress between the first forward
and the second forward loading path, even though the temperature was
decreased before the second forward loading path.

4.5. Application to the Lithosphere

The model calibrated in the previous section has several major implica-
tions for the strength of the lithosphere. First, as initially suggested by
Kumamoto et al. (2017), the grain size dependence of yield strength in oli-
vine suggests that the strength of the coarse‐grained upper mantle may be
lower by a factor of 5 than previous predictions based on experiments on
fine‐grained olivine aggregates. However, the high degree of strain hard-
ening observed in our experiments implies that, although the lithosphere
may be initially weak at yield, it will strengthen quickly with
progressive deformation.

We explore these effects in Figure 12 through an extrapolation of our
model to oceanic lithosphere. We assume a temperature profile for 80‐
myr‐old crust and calculate the strength of plastically deforming olivine
over a range of strain. Strength profiles are constructed following

Figure 10. Comparison of stresses predicted by our calibrated model to data from this and previous studies as a function of temperature. Data and model are pre-
sented for (a) yield, (b) high strain, and (c) normalized to large grain size and zero plastic strain. In (a) and (b), model curves and data points are colored by grain
size. In (c), means and standard deviations of large groups of data at 273 and 873 K are represented by a red circle and vertical line.

Figure 11. Comparison of the calibrated model (black line) to mechanical
data from a cyclical loading experiment (red markers). Each of the three
cycles was conducted at a separate temperature as noted. The different red
marker shapes are as in Figure 7.
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Kohlstedt et al. (1995), but for simplicity, we neglect the crustal contribution and do not use a frictional
failure envelope to constrain the brittle regime. We use the Goetze criterion (Briegel & Goetze, 1978;
Evans et al., 1990; Kohlstedt et al., 1995) as a marker of the onset of brittle deformation to bound the
shallow end of the curves describing olivine plasticity. We bound the deep end of these curves with a flow
law for dry, high‐temperature dislocation creep of olivine (G. Hirth & Kohlstedt, 2003), which follows
from our suggestion above that the intersection of the curves for high‐temperature creep and low‐
temperature plasticity potentially marks the point at which diffusion‐limited recovery processes begin to
compete significantly with the hardening processes. We numerically integrate these curves to calculate
the integrated strength of the oceanic lithosphere as a function of strain (Figure 12b).

The calculation presented in Figure 12 illustrates our model prediction that the lithosphere is initially weak
but strengthens quickly with progressive strain. At 0% plastic strain, the plastic strength is depth dependent,
reflecting the temperature dependence of yield, and decreases to 0 strength at ~40‐km depth. With increas-
ing strain, this curve representing our model for low‐temperature plasticity is shifted uniformly to higher
stresses due to temperature‐independent hardening. Importantly, the depth at which brittle processes begin
to operate becomes increasingly deeper with progressive plastic strain. In contrast, the depth at which high‐
temperature creep begins to control the strength becomes increasingly shallower. Thus, with increasing
plastic strain, we predict that low‐temperature plasticity operates over a decreasing depth range that
vanishes after ~2% strain for the conditions of 80‐myr‐old oceanic lithosphere presented in Figure 12. This
model correspondingly predicts that the integrated strength (Figure 12b) reaches a steady state value after
the same amount of strain.

The strain dependence of lithospheric strength may explain unreconciled geophysical observations of the
strength of the oceanic lithosphere. Zhong and Watts (2013) modeled the flexural response around the
Hawaiian islands using a viscoelastic model incorporating the low‐temperature plasticity flow law of Mei
et al. (2010). They found that the preexponential constant, analogous to A in our equation (10), needed to
be increased by a factor of 108 for the modeling to appropriately reproduce the flexure data. This result
was corroborated by Hunter and Watts (2016), who analyzed the same region with yield‐strength

Figure 12. Estimates of lithospheric strength from the constitutive model calibrated in this study. (a) Strength profiles cal-
culated for a constant strain rate and temperature profile relevant for oceanic lithosphere. The temperature profile was
calculated for a mantle potential temperature of 1300 °C and 80‐myr‐old crust (Turcotte & Schubert, 2014, pp. 185–187).
Black curves are stresses predicted for low‐temperature plasticity at a variety of plastic strains (labeled by percent).
These curves are bounded by the Goetze criterion, indicating the onset of brittle mechanisms, and high‐temperature
dislocation creep for dry olivine (G. Hirth & Kohlstedt, 2003). Red curves represent the flow law fromMei et al. (2010) and
the same flow law as modified to fit flexural data at Hawaii by Zhong andWatts (2013), referred to as “Mei et al. ×108.” (b)
Integrated strength of the lithosphere calculated for the strength profiles in (a) as a function of strain. Circles correspond to
the individual profiles depicted in (a).
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envelopes constructed from a variety of laboratory‐derived flow laws. However, Hunter and Watts (2016)
also modeled the flexure of oceanic lithosphere entering circum‐Pacific subduction zones and found that
the flow law of Mei et al. (2010) did sufficiently reproduce the observations. A potential explanation of this
discrepancy is that the flexure associated with the volcanic loads of the Hawaiian archipelago only produces
relatively small strains, and therefore, the lithospheric mantle does not undergo much strain hardening. In
contrast, it seems possible that relatively higher strains would be encountered during flexure at Pacific
trenches, such that the lithosphere in these regions would be subject to significant strain hardening.
Therefore, in Figure 12, we compare the flow law of Mei et al. (2010) and its modification by Zhong and
Watts (2013) to our own model. As hypothesized, our prediction of the integrated lithospheric strength at
yield is consistent with the weaker flow law and therefore with the observations in Hawaii, whereas our pre-
diction of integrated strength at high strain is consistent with the stronger flow law and therefore with the
observations at trenches. Thus, variable estimates of lithospheric strength from geophysical data may actu-
ally be consistent with each other if the magnitude of plastic strain is taken into account.

5. Conclusions

The strength of Earth's lithosphere is ultimately dependent on the microphysical mechanisms of plastic
deformation in olivine. A wide variety of experimental studies of the plasticity of olivine have previously
been conducted, with relatively little agreement among the results. We identify grain size and the magnitude
of plastic strain as key parameters that vary widely among previous experiments and therefore complicate
comparison among different data sets and extrapolation to geological conditions.

Based on these results, we developed and calibrated a new constitutive model for low‐temperature plasticity
in olivine that accounts for grain size effects and strain magnitude, using physical arguments based on local
and long‐range interactions of lattice dislocations. The key features of our observations and model are as fol-
lows: (1) Fine‐grained samples have a higher yield stress than coarse‐grained samples; (2) significant strain
hardening occurs leading to a nearly constant flow stress; (3) the yield stress and maximum flow stress both
decrease with increasing temperature; and (4) the magnitude of hardening, and therefore the magnitude of
the effective back stress resulting from dislocation interactions, is independent of both grain size and tem-
perature, at least within the resolution of our data set.

Our calibrated model has several implications for the strength of Earth's lithosphere. First, we predict that
the relatively coarse‐grained upper mantle has a much lower yield strength (approximately by a factor of 5)
than the yield strength measured in most previous experiments on fine‐grained olivine aggregates. This pre-
diction is consistent with the analyses of flexure of apparently weak oceanic lithosphere near Hawaii
(Zhong & Watts, 2013). Second, we predict the strength of the lithosphere to be strongly dependent on
strain over the first 2% of strain, and the flexural response of apparently strong oceanic lithosphere near
Pacific trenches may be a manifestation of high strains associated with high plate curvature. Strain harden-
ing in Earth, however, is likely limited by the onset of diffusion‐based recovery mechanisms typically asso-
ciated with dislocation creep, which will be more effective at higher temperatures in the deeper interior.
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